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JR Automation to Exhibit at IMTS 2018 
 
HOLLAND, MI – September 7, 2018 – JR Automation, a leading provider of intelligent automated 
manufacturing and distribution technology solutions headquartered in Holland, Michigan, will be 
showcasing at the International Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS) 2018, an important industry 
event that brings together high-concept, integrated solutions and real-world applications. 
 
Demonstrating advanced robotic solutions for a broad range of industries, the JR Automation exhibit 
features two brand-new standard platforms: the Rotary Indexer Platform and the Standard Tray Loader. 
These flexible, creative systems are designed to maximize productivity and increase throughput. Both 
systems meet Class 10,000/ISO 7 design standards and include a healthcare-industry-grade stainless 
steel guard system ideal for sterile environments. The Rotary Indexer Platform integrates FANUC SR3iA 
and SR6iA robots, which will be connected to FANUC's FIELD system for the duration of IMTS. 
 
“The global JR Automation team is focused on large scale robotic applications featuring a wide range of 
integrated technologies,” said Bryan Jones, CEO of JR Automation. “Leveraging more than 38 years of 
industry experience, our team of engineers has developed innovative robotic applications and processes 
that overcome manufacturing challenges to deliver enhanced productivity while fulfilling strict industry 
requirements.” 
 
Through thoughtful and dynamic collaboration, JR Automation creates unique solutions for 
manufacturing companies across the globe; helping them think, solve, create.  
 
JR Automation welcomes guests to Booth 236275 at IMTS 2018, McCormick Center, Chicago, IL, 
September 10-15, 2018. 
 
For sales inquiries, please call 833-800-7630 or email solutions@jrautomation.com. 
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About JR Automation 
Established in 1980, JR Automation is a leading provider of intelligent automated manufacturing and 
technology solutions that solve customers’ key operational and productivity challenges. JR Automation 
serves customers across the globe in a variety of industries, including automotive, life sciences, 
aerospace, and more. JR Automation employs over 2,000 people at 23 manufacturing facilities in North 
America, Europe, and Asia. 
 
 
For additional information and inquiries, contact Lizzie Uhl at +1 616.335.7371. 
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